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One day a few years ago a large group of men assembled
in an over-sized corporate board room in New York, a room
in itself so imposing that it reminded one of the executives
present in a famous scene in a James Bond film. In that
cinematic board meeting, an international arch criminal,
after hearing a depressing report of a conspiratorial power
play that failed, pressed one of the black buttons arrayed
before him, and the luckless operative held responsible for
the failure dropped, seated in a massive leather swivel chair,
through the floor and into the oblivion of death-an execution intended to impress survivors, all seated in identical
leather chairs equally vulnerable to that row of buttons,
with the fate awaiting them if by chance or incompetence
their missions were not carried out.
In the conglomerate headquarters of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, the president and chief
executive, Harold S. Geneen, was exhorting his operatives
from many countries to search for companies that ITT
might buy or with which it could merge. A profile of the
ideal company Geneen sought began to take shape. Such a
company ought to be engaged in a manufacturing or service
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operation for which there was a proven demand. It ought to
have a good cash flow, be well managed, have excellent
resources and assets, and show promise of sustained growth.
If such an organization could, upon acquisition, bring
recognized prestige to ITT and widen the range of its operations, so much the better.
"Let's buy the Roman Catholic Church," someone suggested. "It meets all the requirements."
Fo\ a moment, before laughter exploded through the
gold and blue room, it seemed to some of those assembled
that Geneen, his strong and stocky frame rigid in his James
Bond director's chair, thought it was a good idea. Then, of
course, he smiled a wan smile in recognition of the frivolity,
and went on with the interminable meeting.
He has also gone on with his program of acquisitions and
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mergers with such singlemindedness of purpose and success
that ITT's reputation has become somewhat tarnished for
accomphshing too much of a good thing. The granddaddy of
conglomerates—after pulling off the greatest merger of
them all in taking over the famed Hartford Fire Insurance
Company and getting itself involved in an ignominious
scandal—suffered truly from an embarassment of riches. In
the process, Geneen himself has lost some of his luster, if
not his ambition, by giving capitalism something of a bad
name and the antitrust division of the Department of
Justice a monumental drubbing which, it must be conceded, it invited.
Despite some passing vicissitudes, Harold Sydney
Geneen remains, two years short of mandatory retirement,
a nearly totalitarian chairman and chief executive of the
ITT empire.
At 63, the highest paid corporate luminary in the United
States is an accountant with a narrow but deeply specialized education, the constitution of a concrete block, the
dedication of a hangman paid by piece-work, and driven by
a motivational force that must have been genetic in
Alexander the Great, Napoleon, General George Patton,
Sammy Glick, and is not noticeably absent in Richard Nixon.
In twelve years under Geneen's command, ITT was catapulted from a corporation worth $680 million in annual
revenues, to a multinational conglomerate that would
probably approach $8.5 billion in 1972. It had become an
acquisition machine which over many years gobbled up 700
to 800 enterprises in 80 countries. It employs nearly
400,000 people, more than half of them abroad. Its power
is so prodigious that sovereign nations, including the
government of the United States and Richard Nixon, often
will not or cannot prevail against it. The acquisition by ITT
of Hartford, with assets of $1.5 billion, took place in 1971
in contradiction to—and, some argued, in clear violation
of-the laws of Connecticut and the clearly defined policy
of the U.S. Department of Justice. Former Attorney
General John Mitchell and his successor, Richard Kleindienst, along with a gaggle of President Nixon's White
House aides, expedited an antitrust consent decree that
legitimized the Hartford takeover, according to an abundance of evidence that has since emerged to illuminate their
then-secret and politically self-serving involvement.
The odor of coincidence, collusion, and corruption that
subsequently enveloped the Nixon election campaign
organization, the Justice Department, and ITT itself in the
wake of the Hartford acquisition, invaded the environment
which Geneen ruled. Where formerly his preeminence
among executive managers under capitalism was unchallenged, he had become a free enterprise equivalent of Bull
Connor, the half-forgotten hyper-aggressive civil rights foe
of the 1960s. He had become a corporate miUtant of such
zealous pursuit, so successful in deflecting antitrust litigation into a form of Justice Department permissiveness in his
own favor, that he seemed to infect corporate power with a
kind of socially unattractive connotation better served by
prevention than treatment.
Yet on performance, as measured by generally accepted

auditing principles, the ITT record is unparalleled. For 54
consecutive quarters, thirteen and a half years since he got
started at ITT, he has reported substantial gains in revenues,
assets, profits, and earnings per share. Geneen sees the
process as continuous despite certain restrictive covenants
he had to accept as the price for avoiding possibly punitive
litigation. His vision of the future is unrelieved success.
Since neither life nor free enterprise, if the latter is
competitive, develops in conformance with steady gains
measured in pre-ordained ways, the bewildered have wondered how Geneen has been able to administer a hydraheaded giant sprawled all over the world with such regulated expansion that the performance charts can be
prepared before the performance occurs. What is the magic
of his skill?
Whatever it is, it was not thrust upon him; he grew into
it, adapting his own elemental force to a management
system forged in the development of international markets,
by capital requirements, at a time when there was a breakaway from the one-industry concept in steel, oil, autos,
shipping, agriculture, and the like.
He went to ITT when 80 percent of its revenue was
produced abroad even though all of its stockholders were
Americans. It was a telephone and radio communications
business primarily, but already a conglomerate that had
digested hundreds of small companies on five continents. In
the United States, sanctified monopoly left the Bell System
and AT&T, with its wholly-owned Western Electric Company, in almost complete possession of the business ITT
dominated in other countries. Geneen was brought into ITT
with a mandate to acquire new companies and expand its
domestic revenues. Considering the fact that the company
in the U.S. was locked out of its own field, Geneen faced an
awesome task.
He had, however, uniquely educated himself to meet the
requirements. In fact he had a mania for acquisition. The
compulsion carried him and his conglomerate far beyond
the goals of his board of directors at ITT but, with the
board itself in time captive to Geneen, there was no stopping him once he had mastered the techniques of this kind
of growth. His passion was also fueled by Wall Street
money and policy, which was forever goading corporations
to regularize their growth as a sine qua non to attracting
securities traders. Two investment houses represented on
the board, especially Lazard Freres (the other was Kuhn,
Loeb), exerted pressure in support of the conglomerate
style of expansion. Lazard Freres was paid commissions in
excess of $6.5 million by ITT in a period of six years. And
ITT's auditing firm, Arthur Anderson & Co., continued to
grow without promotion or development expenses simply
because Geneen continually brought new customers into
the house through purchase forays. Thus the encouragement and pressures for expansion, coupled with Geneen's
own disposition to assemble under his personal direction
the largest collective on earth, were relentless. Long trained
in the arcane non-science of accounting, Geneen all but
perfected the techniques of going into unrelated businesses
for the sole purpose of growth.
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The whole merger movement had found expression in
the agglomeration of companies into Gulf & Western,
Norton Simon, Litton Industries, Ogden, Textron, LingTemco-Vought, Northwest, and dozens of others. In the
1960s, conglomerates were, it seemed, running amok, and
scarcely any company or its management was secure against
predatory onslaughts. A good many companies, of course,
sought salvation by merger when, unable to support capital
debt for expansion, they preferred to be taken over. For
many it was grow or stagnate, and stagnation in an expanding industrial world meant death. Geneen added to the
dimension and the hterature of the conglomerate craze the
imprint of his kinetic energy and ruthless command over
what he called "multilayered management." Others have
described it with phrases such as "management by assault,"
or "management to excess."
Whatever the catchwords, they meant 19-hour days of
effort, year after year, with infrequent respite, for Geneen
and, as often as not, for a key couple of hundred men in
orbit around him. The feeling persists among them that if
he could he would prefer to manage the whole worldwide
conglomerate all by himself. With the aid of Geneen'sown
unrelenting drive and energy, which he somehow sustains
for interminable periods on Httle sleep and a diet of sandwiches and hamburgers, Geneen's management system allows the lowest level of trivial decisions to be made at the
highest level of management hierarchy of any corporate
operation in the world.
"I relegate, but I don't abdicate," says Geneen.
If there is any magic to the Geneen management system
it is his mastery over detail, his consummate knowledge of
the precincts and provinces of his intercontinental domain.
The multilayered organization functions first of all to
channel an oceanic flow of data upward to Geneen. This
endless cascade of documentation and memoranda reaches,
he feels, sufficiently deep to catch catastrophe at the point
of creation. Two thousand managers are required to
produce reports weekly, sometimes daily, on everything
from minutiae to matters of magnitude, sometimes involving espionage and opposition to governments.
Then there are the meetings. They are in processstratified according to salary bracket, subject, projects,
divisional breakdown, and so on—all of the time. Monthly
sessions at the highest echelon last for four days at
European headquarters in Brussels or in the parent center at
320 Park Avenue in New York. They begin at 8 a.m. and
continue with toilet and telephone breaks until Geneen or
his surrogate says they are over, which may be midnight.
Meals are haphazard, of the cafeteria or short-order variety,
consumed in haste.
Geneen himself thrives on conditions that stretch the
nerves and capabilities of men beyond endurance. He is so
extraordinarily motivated, with his energy refreshed several
times a day, that he is thought to be powered by a mystical
self-generating fuel—a kind of living breeder reactor producing surplus energy in the process of its consumption.
Above all else, he possesses a remarkable total recall.
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computer-like memory. He can summon forth on demand,
it seems, anything he has read in the reams of memos he
sees each month or that he has heard in meetings that leave
subordinates half paralytic from immobility, their senses
numbed to catatonia.
It is at such times that Geneen, his chill brown eyes
sweeping from window to wall like a pair of unobtrusive
maids cleaning up the room, stuns his somnolent subordinates with a pyrotechnic outbreak of stored data. He can
suddenly cite without reference to notes the latest inventory projections, unit costs, quarterly income, or budget
overrun of some obscure operation whose obliteration
couldn't cost ITT stockholders a penny a share.
Yet he has been known to suffer inexplicable lapses of
both recall and his sledgehammer candor, notably when
testifying at congressional hearings looking into improprieties in connection with efforts to buy the American Broadcasting Company or perhaps offering to underwrite a GOP
convention at a time when his company was trying to
negotiate an antitrust settlement. In all fairness, it has to be
remembered that John Mitchell and Richard Kleindienst,
among other high government personages, were not one
whit better at remembering things under stress. But they
had not, of course, acquired quite the reputation for recall
enjoyed by Geneen most of the time. In their position,
forgetfulness is sometimes the last fortified position to
which one can retreat short of confessing perjury.
What Geneen also forgets is that some people lack his
stamina. He once kept Joseph Flom, a partner in one of
many law firms at work for ITT, on the go between New
York and Hartford, conferring around the clock with him
in the company plane, over hamburgers in both cities and in
between. Flom finally staggered from exhaustion and was
sent to his New York apartment in a company limousine.
He was deep in sleep when, close to daybreak, Geneen telephoned him just to straighten out some point they had
reviewed earlier.
For those with ambition, the capacity to absorb abuse,
to stand mute before withering insult; for those with ability
to learn under stress; for those who could suppress their
suspicion that participation in such a life was an exercise in
madness (and there were many), the financial rewards of
working with Geneen were great. Any good executive who
could stay with ITT until retirement could easily be worth
$2 million in stock.
But woe betide the man who might seem to be working
his way into the hneup to succeed Geneen. Anyone who
had been whispered about as possible presidential timber
could be pretty sure of getting pressured out of the
company or, more recently, promoted to a job distinguished for its absence of authority. This policy of promoting the overly ambitious to limbo evolved after ITT
became notorious for firing large numbers of managers
each year. Geneen denied that there were more dismissals
of executives at ITT than at any other big company, and
even issued a report one time to substantiate the claim, but
it lacked conviction. He did stop firing quite so many
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"Geneen is driven by a
motivational force that
must have been
genetic in Alexander the
Great, Napoleon, General
George Patton, Sammy
Glick and not notably
absent in Richard Nixon."

people and, instead, locked them in at high salaries. They
are known as wearers of the "golden handcuffs."
There are 14 men presently drawing up to $250,000
each in bonuses and salary, all with vice-presidential titles,
who have been eliminated from the possibility of succeeding Geneen. One of them, who received a quarter of a
million dollars in 1971, is said to have such minimal duties
that only a single subordinate reports to him. Formerly
head of South American operations, and privy to knowledge about ITT's heavy-handed relationships with comeand-go governments, the executive developed a drinking
problem. The company put a tail on him and had him
closely monitored. Not only were the handcuffs golden but
so was his silence, especially when drunk.
This year, Francis J. Dunleavey, one of three executive
vice presidents staffing the Management Policy Committee
and theoretically capable of succeeding Geneen, was made
president of ITT. The other two are Richard E. Bennett
and James V. Lester. But, contrary to press accounts that
Dunleavey or any of the triumvirate might succeed to the
position of chairman and chief executive, none of them
will. Geneen wouldn't give the keys to the wine cellar to
any of them. They are where they are, richly paid and in
no position to build a power base. There just isn't any
way of doing it that Geneen would tolerate.
There probably does not exist in any real sense a methodology for training an executive in the Geneen image anyway; no way of transmuting his inner fire, his stupendous
motivation, his absolutely undeviating, if narrow, sense of
purpose, which is fixed like a laser beam on turning out
figures every 91 days to document an inexorable record of
progress, growth, and profit. Not many people in the world
are capable of dedicating and disciplining themselves to
such ends, a fact which suggests that if and when Geneen
must give way to a successor, the character of ITT—
whatever one may think of it—must change in some
measure proportionate to his departure. But no one is optimistic that the mandatory retirement age of 65 will be
applied in his case. He has changed everything else around
ITT during his tenure there and he is expected to change
that, too. As John J. Graham, an ITT alumnus who left to
become vice president of General Dynamics, has said: "You
can't kill a big company. If Geneen died tomorrow, that
company would go right on . . . Specifically, what will
happen behind Geneen is that someone will formalize the
place and it will be a much more conventional operation
than it is today."
Graham himself was recruited by Geneen and William
Marx, former Number 2 man at ITT and now executive vice
president of Celanese. Marx said Geneen gambled on young
men of driving ambition, men cut in his own mold and
willing to subordinate every aspect of hfe to the opportunities opened up at ITT. But he gambled on such men only to
a limited extent. Any time Geneen suspected or detected
evidence of some failure to deliver a prearranged or budgeted portion of growth, he might call off the bet. What
followed was a symbolic equivalent of execution. Geneen
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"Geneen wants to run
the biggest operation
on earth."

would notify John Hanway, the ITT personnel boss, whose
function was to devise the means and style of the unfortunate man's disposal.
Hal Geneen himself doesn't fire people. He will send
them off to holding pens, deprived of their duties and interoffice telephones, until he is ready to let them go, at which
point Hanway or some group executive dispatches them
with finality. Geneen, who is said to follow a daily regimen
of Canadian Air Force exercises, is doubtless capable of
dealing with an irate castoff, but he deplores a scene, unless
he himself makes it.
John C. Lobb, who became president of Crucible Steel
Company after his ejection from ITT-it was rumored he
coveted the presidency—has said: "My operations always
made more money than they were budgeted to make.
Under those circumstances Geneen isn't hard to get along
with."
Marc de Ferranti, one of the General Electric executives
caught in a price fixing scandal ten years ago, was hired to
run an operation in Brussels. Geneen flew into town before
the man could get the telephone connected in his new
house, and couldn't reach him. When he caught up with
him, he went into one of his familiar screaming sessions,
with de Ferranti trying to calm him down. Back in New
York, Geneen ordered Marx to fire him. The de Ferranti
famOy never quite moved into their Brussels house before
they all had to pack up and go back to the United States. In
due course, de Ferranti landed a job with a New Jersey
electronics firm.
Forbes magazine once referred to ITT as Geneen U,
from which "graduates" of Hal's hazardous school emerged
to populate the management levels of industry. Many of
those who did not break down profited hugely under
Geneen's tutelage. After recovering from his rage at what he
interpreted as a Forbes slur, Geneen was pleased with the
idea that ITT castoffs were successful in other companies.
He also likes to reflect on the talent and wealth he discovered and created. He once had his office compute the
number of millionaires he developed and it came out to
134. This was in 1964, when it was also estimated that
under Geneen's supervision between 600 and 700 men had
acquired a net worth of $400,000. Presumably the numbers
have since expanded like everything else at ITT.
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Harry Beggs, who had been a management consultant of
modest means, reported that working for Geneen had
broken his record of success and had "taken something out
of me." When Geneen, who had hired him, ordered Beggs
to Death Row, the holding pen for deposed but undismissed executives on the 12th floor at 320 Park Avenue,
Beggs tried for a year to get in to see him. He reported for
duty each day with absolutely nothing to do. Death Row is
one floor above the ITT clinic so that sufferers of the
Geneen treatment remain close to medical help when, as
periodically occurs, they need it. While the lethargic drama
ran its course, Beggs learned that his successor had been
chosen but that he, too, had been replaced. One day Beggs
didn't show up. He never got to see Geneen. He was not
heard of again around ITT.
It has generaUy been easy enough to get fired at ITT but
sometimes difficult to quit. Unless a discarded executive
has a private income, he doesn't simply walk out. At this
level, almost any top job he can get must be arranged
through an executive recruitment organization. Geneen, in
his search for managers, is reported to have the most important recruitment agencies under contract so that if any ITT
man makes an overture to one of them, he can find out
who the dissatisfied jobseeker is. Most men feel that it is
more prudent to wait matters out on Death Row. Martyrs
in industry are uncommon.
Geneen, meanwhile, has gone on collecting companies,
about 170 of them by 1972, an average of more than one a
month for 13 years. Notwithstanding some highly odious
practices imputed to Geneen in his attempt to take over
American Broadcasting Company a few years ago, a charge
before the United Nations by the President of Chile that
ITT tried to prevent him from taking office, and an ugly
embroilment with President Nixon's re-election organization over antitrust fixing and election financing, Geneen
exudes the same cold, flinty confidence that things will go
on successfully and indefinitely. He expects to be making a
million dollars a year soon, and in fact has publicly stated
that on his performance record alone he ought to be paid
five million a year.
With vast resources to draw upon, he expects continued
growth from acquisitions although at a curtailed rate, due
to court imposed limits. It is these resources—in a word,
(Continued on page 55)
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